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Abstract

A single laboratory result actually represents a range of possible values, and a given

laboratory result is impacted not just by the presence or absence of disease, but also

by biological variation of the measurand in question and analytical variation of the

equipment used to make the measurement. Biological variation refers to variability in

measurand concentration or activity around a homeostatic set point. Knowledge of

biological and analytical variation can be used to facilitate interpretation of patient

clinicopathologic data and is particularly useful for interpreting serial patient data and

data at or near reference limits or clinical decision thresholds. Understanding how

biological and analytical variation impact laboratory results is of increasing impor-

tance, because veterinarians evaluate serial data from individual patients, interpret

data from multiple testing sites, and use expert consensus guidelines that include

decision thresholds for clinicopathologic data interpretation. The purpose of our

report is to review current and emerging concepts in biological and analytical varia-

tion and discuss how biological and analytical variation data can be used to facilitate

clinicopathologic data interpretation. Inclusion of veterinary clinical pathologists hav-

ing expertise in laboratory quality management and biological variation on research

teams and veterinary practice guideline development teams is recommended, to

ensure that various considerations for clinicopathologic data interpretation are

addressed.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Biological variation (BV) refers to variability in measurand concentra-

tion or activity around a homeostatic set point (HSP). Variability is a

result of innate physiological factors and may or may not exhibit daily,

monthly, or seasonal biological rhythms.1 Fluctuation around HSPs is

assumed to be random, and BV is represented mathematically by

coefficients of variation (CV) calculated from BV study data.2

Abbreviations: BV, biological variation; CD, critical difference; CV, coefficient of variation;

CVA, analytical variability; analytical coefficient of variation; CVG, between-individual

biological variation; CVI, within-individual biological variation; Dev, deviation;

HSP, homeostatic set point; II, index of individuality; iRI, individualized reference interval;

pRI, population-based reference interval; QCM, quality control material; RCV, reference

change value.
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